
VIBRATOR CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Take care when using the vibrator for the first time. Vibration can be intense.

2. Clean your vibrator after every use.

3. Take care when cleaning your vibrator. Remember it is an electrical item.

4. Keep your vibrator clean and dry. Store in a non-damp environment.

5. Always store your vibrator separately. Different materials have different chemical 
    configurations and may react with each other.

6. Always allow your vibrator to cool down before storing in a safe place. Vibrators are 
    electrical and motors grow warm with use.

7. Excessive usage of the vibrator will wear out the motor and may cause the motor to 
    overheat. If you feel your vibrator is getting unduly hot, switch off and allow it to cool 
    down, before continuing use.

8. Take care when using oils and lubricants so that they do not enter the battery 
    compartment as they can react with the batteries.
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USB RECHARGEABLE

CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS
This vibrator arrives with a low partial charge, so it is recommended to charge before first use.
Connect the USB plug into the USB port of your computer or other output and the other end of the DC charger onto 
magnetic pins located at the back of the handle, behind the control panel.
Initial charge will take about 25 minutes to complete and subsequent charges will take about 150 minutes to complete.

The indicator light will flash while device is charging and turn solid when toy is fully charged.  There is no danger of 
battery damage by overcharging, but it’s recommended not to overcharge for long periods of time.
Charge lasts for about 70 minutes of play time on the lowest level of vibration, and about 50 minutes on the 
highest level.
This toy operates at a sound level of about 58db with a lithium battery at a voltage of 3.7V. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
This thrusting, twirling, vibrating toy is operated with an easy-to-use 3-button panel located on its handle. The 

center button turns the toy off and on, the top button controls the thrusting and bead rotation in the head of the 
main shaft while the bottom button controls the motors in the beaded and rabbit shafts.  

Turn the toy on by pressing the middle button for at least 3 seconds. The button will light up and the toy will be in 
standby mode.
Press the top button for at least 3 seconds to turn on the main shaft head motor. The light will turn on and 
twirling, bead rotation and thrusting will all begin together at the lowest speed. Press this button again more 
quickly to cycle through 3 speeds. Press the button again for at least 3 seconds to turn off the main shaft 
motor. 
Press the bottom button for at least 3 seconds to turn on the 2 vibration motors (one in the beaded anal shaft, 
one in the rabbit stimulator) which operate together. The light will turn on and vibration will begin in both 
motors at their lowest speed. Press this button again more quickly to cycle through 10 speeds and functions. 
Press the button again for at least 3 seconds to turn off the vibration motors in both smaller shafts.


